
(3) Minor Prophets 1952-53

68 Hos. 11:3 Preston's Pocket History of the Revolutionary War
Attitude of debunking the leaders then as worthless people

69 How the British forgot to thank God for victory at Dunkirk

70 Hos. 13:4 Methodology in studying this book. Find the ideas that are
stressed

The matter of students having full time pastorates
72 The best students should not have pastorates in seminary

Student at Princeton who was not spending sufficient
time getting the material while pastoring a church
and later denied the doctrines of Christianity

73 Puppose of a seminary education: to face problems and see
their implications.

Hos 13:4 Means more than stating a monotheistic creed and knowing
God exists

74 Hog. 13:5
14:9 To know these things takes effort on our part

75 Hog. 11:1 Can any v. in OT that says something similar to a NT
fact be applied to it tho it has no relation at all?
Is talking about Israel and NT applies it to Christ

76 Issue of "double fulfillment"
77 Is this v. talking about Christ rather than about Israel?

Does not say "I have called ixt Israel
out of Egypt but "my son". Israel not called God's
son here tho does in Exodus.

78 Peter's use of Ps. 16 at Pentecost
79 Mat. 2:23 Two interpretations

1) Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?
2) He is the Branch so appropriate he should go to a *

town called Nazareth
80 Meaning of "fulfilled". Not just to fulfill a prediction

Hog. 11:1 Interp. summarized
81 Isa 7:14 Meaning of Immanuel

Mat. 2:23 Meanigg of "he shall be called"

82 Advice: when someone asks you a question, look it up first
before you answer it.
Using Mr. Widner as an ihlustration. Not a tight temporal

connection necessarily.
83 Can't take anything you want in the OT and apply it to Christ

Mat. 2:23 Only similarity is the geography
"my son" refers to Christ (not to Israel) and means that

blessings have come to Israel thru Christ

85 Joel Beginning JOel
86 Date of Joel. Arrangement in the Canon
88 Absence of historical allusions in Joel to set date
89 The locusts. Literal or armies?
90 Jerome's interpretation of the locusts

Is the whole booki dealing with the day of the Lord?
91 If go to a thing with open mind, like sieve, everything

is liable to go thru and nothing stop there!
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